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Volume 87, Number 1 (1989), in the article “Harmonic Analysis as 
Spectral Theory of Laplacians,” by Robert S. Strichartz, pages 51-148. 
In Section 1 we report corrections to Theorem 3.6, and in Section 2 we 
report corrections to Theorem 4.3. 
1 
Theorem 3.6 of [S] is incorrect as stated. A counterexample has been 
discovered by William Bray. We will present Bray’s counterexample, 
explain the error in the proof, and state and prove a corrected version of 
the theorem. We follow the notation in [S]. We assume throughout that 
n> 1. 
For the counterexample we construct a family of functions fA (x) on UP’, 
n odd, and n 2 3, which satisfy conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) of the theorem, 
yet there does not exist f~ Cz,(B,(O)) such that fA=s:f: We begin with 
a non-zero function g E C&(lR”‘) for m <n with support in B=(O). Let 
fi(X)=A”-m9Ag(x,, . ..) x,). Then from Lemma 3.5 it follows easily that fj. 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6. But of course we can’t have 
fA = Pi f forfE C,?, (B, (0)) because then f = jfi dA and this is independent 
of the variables x,+, , . . . . x,. 
The error in the proof is that the estimate (3.30) is not sufficient o show 
that F(1) is bounded near I = 0. In fact the associated spherical function 
rk(( l/r)(a/&))“+” cos h- has a zero of order exactly n - 1 + 2k at A = 0 (this 
is easily seen from the power series expansion of cos Jr about the origin). 
Thus to make the argument work we need the estimate 
Ifi,k.j(r)l SC lAln-‘+2k (*) 
for small I and r, and the only way to get such an estimate is to essentially 
add it to the hypotheses of the theorem. 
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In order to explain the extra hypothesis we introduce a representation of 
the Euclidean motion group on a certain space of polynomials. Let Pz, 
denote the space of all polynomials of degree -~2rn on R”, and let Pi,,, 
denote the subspace spanned by the translates of 1 x 1 2m. By construction 
Pi,, is a representation space for the Euclidean motion group with a cyclic 
vector, but it is neither irreducible nor unitary. We need another 
characterization of Pi,,,. 
LEMMA. Pi,,, consists of the span of ) x ) 2k Y,(x) where k + j < m and Yj 
denotes any spherical harmonic of degree j. 
Proof: Any translate of /xl”” can be written Ix+ ylzm= (Ix12+2x. 
y + I y 12)” and it is clear that this is spanned by functions of the form 
1 x IZk P,(x) for k + jS m where P,(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree j. Since Pj(x)= Yj(x)+ 1x1’ YjP2(x)+ . ..it follows that Ix+y12” 
lies in the span of Ix I 2k Yj(x) for k + j 6 m. 
Conversely, we will show that ) x I 2k Y,(x) E Pi,,, if k +j < m. We prove 
it by reverse induction on k, the case k = m (hence j= 0) being obvious 
since IxI~“EP;,. For the induction step assume JxJZk+’ Y,(x) E P2, for 
j<m-k- 1. Since Pi,,, is closed under differentiation we have 
$,(,,,2k+2 Yj(x))=(2k+2) ~x~~~x~Y~(x)+Ix~‘“+~$, yj(x) 
I I 
belongs to Pi,,,. Since the second term belongs to Pi,,, by the induction 
hypothesis we conclude that I x I 2k xi Yj(x) E Pi,,,. This yields immediately 
that Pi,,, contains I x I 2k Y,+ i (x) for a suitable spherical harmonic Yj+ i of 
degree j + 1; hence for all spherical harmonics of degree j + 1, and essen- 
tially the same computation shows that we can lower the degree of the 
spherical harmonic. Q.E.D. 
We can now state the corrected version of Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.6. 
THEOREM. Let f be a C” function with support in BR(z) in R”, n > 2, and 
let fl(x) =pA f(x). Then, in addition to conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) of 
Lemma 3.5, fA also satisfies 
(v) the Taylor expansion of fA about A= 0 has the form C,“=, Q2,,, (x) 
A”- 1+2mfor Q2,eP&,,. 
Conversely, if n is odd and n 2 3, and fA(x) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), 
(iv), (v), then there exists f E Cz, (BR(z)) such that fA = SjI 
ProoJ To prove that (v) holds we use (3.5) and (3.6) to express 
Jn,2--Iv Ix-YI) 
4f(x)=cl+‘/- (A,x-y,)+, f(y)dy 
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and substitute the power series for the Bessel function. Since .f~ C,;, there 
is no difficulty in integrating term by term to obtain 
for certain coefficients a, whose exact value is unimportant. Then 
CIIP(.x) = a, j 1 x - .r 1 ‘“f(y) dv clearly belongs to Pi,“, by the definition 
Ciiversely, if (v) holds, then when we form fA,k,i(r) (as in the 
uncorrected proof of Theorem 3.6) we will automatically have the Taylor 
expansion start with A”- ’ + *’ because of the lemma. So we obtain the 
estimate (* ) required to make the argument work. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) The same error and correction .apply to Theorem 3.10. 
If f is only a distribution with support in BR(z) then (v) holds, and 
conversely we obtain a correct theorem by adjoining hypothesis (v) to the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.10. 
(2) In addition to the condition Qzm E P2,, we also must have the 
recursion relations AQ,, = - Q2,,, _ 2, since this is an immediate conse- 
quence of Afi = - A2f2. 
(3) If f E Y(rW”) the condition (v) also holds. This is masked in the 
statement of Theorem 3.9, but is in fact a consequence of estimate (3.33). 
Incidentally, there is a typographic error in (3.31) (the A.’ should read ,I-‘) 
which might cause confusion. 
(4) The same problem does not arise for the other two Paley-Wiener 
type theorems, Theorem 4.4 on hyperbolic space and Theorem 5.8 on semi- 
Riemannian symmetric spaces of constant curvature. In both results there 
is already a condition similar to (v) of a representation-theoretic nature. 
The difference is that instead of an infinite number of conditions at the one 
singular eigenvalue A = 0, there are a finite number of conditions at each of 
an infinite number of singular eigenvalues. 
From this point of view, condition (v) is a welcome addition, in that it 
makes the Euclidean theorem resemble more closely the non-Euclidean 
theorem, and it shows that there is a representation-theoretic fact hidden 
in the usual Paley-Wiener theorem in the special form of the Fourier 
inversion formula near the origin. 
(5) Bray [B] has found a different characterization of PA f for 
f E C,;, (B,(Z)) which is valid in all dimensions, even and odd. 
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2 
The proof of Lemma 4.2, hence Theorem 4.3, is incorrect. The estimate 
f 1’ I ~D~,~(r)l’ (sinh r)“-’ dr 
0 
on p. 86 is not true, as shown by a counterexample in [I, I-S]. (The error 
in the proof involves an algebraic computation in iterating the estimate on 
the top of p. 86, which is correct.) The counterexample to the proof is not 
a counterexample to the theorem, however. We conjecture that Lemma 4.2 
and Theorem 4.3 are still valid. All that is required is a proof of (4.21). A 
somewhat weaker result is proved in [I] as a consequence of pointwise 
estimates, but it seems unlikely that pointwise estimates could imply the 
average estimates (4.21). 
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